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Outoerform The Benchmark
Usifig Relative Strength
A very simple and humble tool called relative strength indicators goes a long way in making your
portfolio highly resilient in turbulent times and strongly outperforms in times of rising markets, says

Milan Vaishnav, Technical Analyst and Founder of Cemstone Equity Research, Equity Research Asia

and chartwizard FzE

s an investor, have you ever wondered why the
stock that you purchased with an anticipation of
delivedng higher returns resulted into a failed
breakout? Have you ever experienced a situation
where the stock that you have been invested in for

a long period has not gained in line with the markets or a stock
that you are holding has lost significant value while the mark€ts
have just consolidated? Ifthe answer to the above question is in
the afirmative, then perhaps you have missed out on looking at
one ofthe simplest tools in technical anallsis, nameh relative
strength.

The concept of relative strengh (RS) is pretty much simple: this
is one ofthe staple tools ftom the toolbox oftechnical analysts.
People often confuse it with Relative Strength Index (RSI),

which is completely different altogether. A-lso known as the
'price relative indicatoi or'relative strengtl comParatM it is
commonly referred to as 'relative strength lind or just RS line.
The primary and basic use ofthis indicator is to compare two
securities or assets with each other and one can use it to
compare the performance of one index with another index, one

stock with the index, one stock with another stock etc.

This indicator is used to detemine which sector or stock is

doing better during a broader market decline or ifthey are

showing weakness when the markets in general are moving
higher. The calculation ofthe RS line is simple. One caa simply
measurc relative strengtl as follows: Relative Strength = Base

Security divided by Comparative Security. For example, if one is

faced with a choice ofwhetlEr to invest in Stock A or Stock B,
one can use this concept of measuring RS to decide which ofthe
two stocks is doing better.

StockA . StockB "'",
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